**PROTECTIVE BARRIERS**

**FOR PEOPLE AND PROPERTY**

### APPLICATIONS

- Inner Plant Offices
- Aisle Ways
- Parking Lots
- Specialty Machinery
- Recreation Areas
- Shipping & Receiving Areas
- Personnel Protection
- Racks & Shelves
- Mezzanines

### GUARD RAIL SYSTEMS

- Guard rail systems for safety

### SAFETY BOLLARDS

- Safety bollards for protection

### MACHINERY & RACK GUARDS

- Machinery & rack guards for safety

### COLUMN & PIPE PROTECTORS

- Column & pipe protectors for damage prevention

### RACK GUARDS

- Rack guards for safety

### SAFETY RAILING

- Safety railing for protection

### GUIDANCE BARRIERS / GATES / MISC.

- Guidance barriers, gates, and miscellaneous protective barriers

---
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SAFETY GUARD RAILS

Protect personnel and equipment both visually and physically with our Guard Rail Systems. Choose our galvanized guard rail or our structural c-channel guard rail, both offer maximum durability and protection. These economical systems can be utilized indoors or outdoors. Choose between one, two, or three rail high systems. Tubular posts are machined for continuous or perpendicular rail mounting. US D.O.T. guardrail mounting and I-beam posts available, contact factory. Post mounting hardware included. Floor mounting kit sold separately.

APPLICATIONS

- Offices
- Recreation Areas
- Parking Lots
- Specialty Machinery
- Personnel Protection
- Shipping and Receiving Areas

SAFETY GUARD RAILS

GALVANIZED RAIL
for mar and corrosion resistance

BLACK & YELLOW CAUTION TAPE
standard on all rigid posts

YELLOW POWDER COAT FINISH
standard on all rigid posts

10 GAUGE RAILS
12"H x 3-3/8"D

RIGID POSTS
5" x 5" with 3/16" wall

DOUBLE RAIL
Mount two rails onto a single post to protect a higher/larger area (BGR-TP42 posts pictured)

FLOOR MOUNTING KIT
for Rigid Posts - Model BGR-ABK
Sold Separately

MODEL | DESCRIPTION
---|---
BGR-4 | Galvanized Rail - 4 ft. Long
BGR-6 | Galvanized Rail - 6 ft. Long
BGR-8 | Galvanized Rail - 8 ft. Long
BGR-10 | Galvanized Rail - 10 ft. Long
BGR-12 | Galvanized Rail - 12 ft. Long
BGR-4-PC-YEL | Powder Coated Rail - 4 ft. Long
BGR-6-PC-YEL | Powder Coated Rail - 6 ft. Long
BGR-8-PC-YEL | Powder Coated Rail - 8 ft. Long
BGR-10-PC-YEL | Powder Coated Rail - 10 ft. Long
BGR-12-PC-YEL | Powder Coated Rail - 12 ft. Long
BGR-TP18 | Tubular Post 18" High (Accommodates 1 Rail)
BGR-TP42 | Tubular Post 42" High (Accommodates 2 Rails)
BGR-TP60 | Tubular Post 60" High (Accommodates 3 Rails)
BGR-TP72 | Tubular Post 72" High (Accommodates 3 Rails)
BGR-SP | Spring Post 24" High
BGR-SPP | Spring Post Mounting Plate (for asphalt)
BGR-CAP | Plastic Yellow End Cap & Corner Guard
BGR-ABK | Mounting Kit (4) 3/4" x 4" Anchor Bolts

SPRING POST
Model BGR-SP
Post flexes when hit

OVERLAPPING RAILS
Deduct 5" from length when overlapping rails

DRAWING

3/4" x 2-1/2" - 2 slots
2-1/2" x 2-1/2"

4', 6', or 8'

3/4" x 2-1/2" - 3 slots
2-1/2" x 2-1/2"

10' or 12'

SAFETY GUARD RAILS